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Zillow Research Mission Statement:

“Zillow Research aims to be the most open, authoritative source for timely and 
accurate housing data and unbiased insight. Our goal is to empower consumers, 
industry professionals, policymakers and researchers to better understand the 
housing market.”
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Market came to a halt - then rebounded



Home values and rents diverging



We started to sense a pattern...



Urban/Suburban 
Housing during 
the Pandemic



Defining urban and suburban areas

Source: http://jedkolko.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Data-and-methodological-details-052715.pdf 

http://jedkolko.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Data-and-methodological-details-052715.pdf


Northeast and West showing divergence...



...New York and San Francisco in particular



Midwest seeing hot urban markets



Cheaper urban cores boomed
Metros where urban homes were cheaper than suburban ones pre-pandemic saw higher 
urban home value growth throughout 2020



Rent slowdown in expensive urban markets



Commuting 
before the 
Pandemic



Housing and jobs are wound together
At a macro level...



Housing and jobs are wound together
                                   … and at a micro level.

Renters, buyers, and sellers all say the longest (one-way) commute they’d be willing to 
accept when considering a new home or job is 30 minutes

Share of buyers willing to accept 
commute lengthCommute length



Some urban dwellers commute to suburban 
and rural zip codes for work 
LODES data shows reverse commuters tend to be more common in less-expensive 
markets



Some urban dwellers commute to suburban 
and rural zip codes for work 
Reverse commuters tend to be more common in metros that saw faster urban ZHVI 
growth, even during the pandemic



Urban centers will continue to thrive 
These trends are not specific to younger generations



Even before the pandemic, remote work 
influenced housing - especially in urban 
areas



Housing and 
Work after the 
Pandemic



Ties between work and home could loosen
A shift to remote work may open the door to more flexibility
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Telecommuting could allow many renters to become 
buyers in more affordable metros

Nationally,
4.5% of renters 

are on the telework tipping point
for homeownership

1.9M households



Or even just buy outside the central city



Different potential to telework by race
Combining BLS and ACS data to localize estimates of how many renters can telework



A fuller picture
Adding in Zillow data to determine who could achieve homeownership if teleworking

Black renters have a high relative likelihood of being in remotable jobs with qualifying incomes
Likelihood of qualifying income (remotable jobs only) and likelihood of remotable job (qualifying incomes only), relative to other races



Where are we 
heading? 



Where do we go from here
Remote work is allowing people to dream a little 
broader about where they can live  



Thank you!
Contact: press@zillow.com  
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